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In this paper we consider discrete flows generated by iterates of homeomorphisms on locally 
compact Hausdorff spaces. For pointwise almost periodic discrete flows the two types of 
compact invariant sets, stable and saddle, are classified and characterized. For arbitrary discrete 
flows compact invariant sets are classified and the cycle stability classification theorem of R. 
Knight in “Compact discrete flows” is generalized to classify discrete flows in terms of the 
almost periodic orbits. 
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1. Introduction 
Characteristics of compact (periodic) discrete orbits of homeomorphisms on 
locally compact Hausdorff phase spaces are determined in terms of the stability 
properties of the orbits in [6]. A major objective in this paper is to analogously 
determine the structure of such systems near the compact minimal (almost peri- 
odic) orbit closures. The two categories of compact invariant sets in a pointwise 
almost periodic discrete flow are classified and characterized in terms of approxi- 
mating neighborhoods. Compact invariant subsets of discrete flows are classified in 
terms of nearby orbits and the Cycle Stability Theorem 7 of [6] is generalized to 
classify discrete flows in terms of the almost periodic points. 
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Throughout the paper we shall let (X, rr) denote a given discrete flow gener- 
ated by iterates of a homeomorphism on a locally compact Hausdorff phase space 
X. Most notations and definitions used herein are standard and found in the 
references; however, some are enumerated for convenience. Transformation group, 
discrete flow, and continuous flow properties and definitions used below are 
contained in references [4,7l, [5,61, and [l-31, respectively. The fundamental 
relations orbit, orbit closure, limit, prolongation, prolongation limit, attraction, 
weak attraction, and strong attraction are denoted, respectively, by C, K, L, D, J, 
A, A,, and A, (see [6,711 with the unilateral versions identified by the appropriate 
superscript. The positive versions of the first five relations for a point x E X where 
q(x) is the neighborhood filter of x in X and Z+ is the set of nonnegative 
integers are C’(x) =xZ+, K+(x) = p, L+(x) = n{K+(xn): n E Z’} = {y: xni 
-)y for some net (n,> in Zf, ni-+ +a), D+(x)= n(C+(V): V~q(x)} = (y: 
xini +y for some nets xi -+x and (n,) in Z’}, and J+(x) = n(D+(xn): n E Z’} 
= (y: xini +y for some nets xi +x and (n,> in Z+, ni + + ~1. If F is one of the 
relations above and M is a subset of X, F(M) is the set U (F(x): x E M}. For a 
subset M in X and neighborhood filter v(M) of A4 the three attraction relations 
are A+(M) = {x: (xn>, E =+ is ultimately in each VE q(M)}, A:(M) = (x: 
Cm> nEZ+ is frequently in each VE q(M)), and A:(M) = (x: for each UE v(M) 
there is a VE q(x) such that (Vn> n ~ =+ is ultimately in U). A subset E of the set Z 
of integers is syndetic provided there is a finite subset F of Z such that Z = E + F. 
A point x of X is called almost periodic whenever (n: xn E G) is syndetic for every 
neighborhood G of x. An invariant subset of X is called pointwise almost periodic 
if it consists of almost periodic points. If the only nonempty closed invariant subset 
of a set M contained in X is M, then M is called minimal. A set M in X is a 
saddle set whenever there is a neighborhood G of M such that each neighborhood 
H of M contains a point y satisfying both C’(y) c G and C-(y) V! G. A subset M 
of X is positively (negatively, bilaterally stable) or simply stable if each neighbor- 
hood G of M contains a positively (negatively, bilaterally) invariant subneighbor- 
hood of M. A set M contained in X will be called almost invariant if there is an 
N > 0 such that C(M) = U{Mn: 0 < n < N}. A set M in X will be called almost 
stable provided each neighborhood of M contains an almost invariant subneigh- 
borhood G of M. If the region of positive (negative) weak attraction AZ(M) 
(A;(M)) is a neighborhood of a set M in X, then M is called a (negative) weak 
attractor and, whenever M is also (negatively) stable, M is called (negatively) 
asymptotically stable. When each neighborhood of a set M in X contains a 
subneighborhood of a property 9, the set M is said to be approximated by sets of 
property 9. For M a singleton Ix) the concepts above are rephrased in terms of the 
point x. 
The sets of critical or fixed points and almost periodic points of (X, 7) will be 
denoted by S and P, respectively. The discrete flow (X, ~1 extended to the one 
point compactification X* of X whenever X is not compact is denoted by (X*, 
r*). The critical and almost periodic points of (X *, r*) are designated by S* 
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and P*, respectively. Every pointwise almost periodic discrete flow (X, 7~) on a 
noncompact phase space X can be embedded in a pointwise almost periodic 
discrete flow on a compact phase space, namely, (X*, r*). Thus, this paper deals 
in fact with compact Hausdorff phase spaces. The closure, interior, boundary, and 
complement of a subset M of X are denoted by &?, M”, aM, and X\M, 
respectively. For convenience we shall denote an interval {n E 2: a <n <b} by 
LOI. 
Since Theorem 5 of 161 (a generalization of Ura’s classical prolongational 
stability theorem) is key to virtually every argument below, we restate the version 
of it used herein before proceeding further. 
Theorem 0. A compact set M is bilaterally stable if and only if D(M) = M. 
Of course, even though they are not stated, the unilateral versions of the 
theorem are also valid. In order to apply Theorem 0 it is sufficient to show that 
D(M) CM since M is always contained in D(M). 
2. Stable and saddle minimal orbit closures 
The theorems of this section are valid for orbit closures in a pointwise almost 
periodic discrete flow on a locally compact Hausdorff space since such orbit 
closures are compact minimal sets [4, 4.07, 4.091, as well, as for compact subsets of 
the critical set S (or S * relative to X * >. Moreover, Theorems 2,3, and 4 extend to 
closed invariant sets M with compact boundaries by applying the theorems to 
M * = MU {m) in X * in order to obtain the results for M. 
We begin the section with a classification theorem which motivates the succeed- 
ing results for nonempty compact invariant sets. 
Theorem 1. A nonempty closed invariant subset of a pointwise almost periodic 
discrete flow (X, ~1 is either bilaterally stable or else a saddle set. 
Proof. Let M be a nonempty closed invariant set which is unstable. For some 
neighborhood G of M, C(H) qT G for each neighborhood H of M. It is sufficient 
to consider open sets H contained in G. If for some such H, C(y) exits G but 
C(y) does not exit ?? for some y E H, then C(y) meets the boundary of G and the 
continuity of the flow implies that there are points x of H near y such that C(x) 
exits G. Again the almost periodicity implies such orbits C(x) exit G in both 
directions completing the proof. q 
Our next theorem characterizes nonempty compact invariant sets in pointwise 
almost periodic discrete flows since, in view of Theorem 1, only two kinds exist. 
Before considering the theorem, however, we observe that the points x in X\M 
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for a nonempty closed set A4 in any discrete flow can be classified into six mutually 
exclusive and exhaustive categories relative to a given open neighborhood G of M, 
namely, those for which 
(1) C(x) f~ G # fl and C(x) f’ ext G # fl; 
(2) C(x>nG=j$, C(x)naG#ti, and C(x)next G#@; 
(3) C(x) n G # fl, C(x) n aG # @, and C(x) n ext G = 0; 
(4) C(x) c G; 
(5) C(x) c aG; and 
(6) C(x) c ext G. 
Whenever the discrete flow is pointwise almost periodic, a nonempty compact 
invariant stable set M has approximating neighborhoods containing points in 
categories (4) and (51, and, according to Theorem 2, a nonempty compact invariant 
saddle set M has approximating neighborhoods comprised of at least one bound- 
ary point of categories (2) or (5) as well as points in category (1). Theorem 3 states 
that any nonempty compact invariant subset M of such a discrete flow is approxi- 
mated by neighborhoods G containing points of category (4). 
Notation. For convenience in Theorems 2 and 3 we shall denote relative to a 
closed set M and open neighborhood G of M the points on orbits in category (i> 
by ei(M, G) for 1 < i < 6. 
Theorem 2. A nonempty compact invariant subset M of a pointwise almost periodic 
discrete frow (X, 7) is a saddle set if and only if there is a neighborhood U of M such 
that for each subneighborhood G of M the sets %:,(M, G) and aG n [e&M, G) U 
@7JM, G)] are nonempty. 
Proof. Let M be a nonempty compact invariant set. That the condition is sufficient 
for M to be a saddle set is evident in view of Theorem 1 since such a set is not 
stable. Conversely, assume that M is a saddle set. Since M is not stable, 
D(M) # M by Theorem 0 of Section 1. Let y be an element of D(M)\M. An 
open neighborhood G of M with compact closure such that K(y) cX\G[O,1] 
exists since M n K(y) is empty. Since %Yl(M, G) empty implies y E D(M) 
c C(G) = I? contrary to y E K(y) cX\ c, we have ‘2Yl(M, G) nonempty. 
Define nP = min{n E Z+: pn E G} for each point p of %?‘,(M, G). For any 
nonempty compact subset B of gl’,(M, G) n (Gl \ G) we shall show that in,: p E B] 
is a finite set. By the continuity of r there is a neighborhood G, of p E B such 
that G,n, c G. The set {G,: p E B} is an open covering of B. Some finite subset 
IG,,, . . . > G,,) of (G,: p E B) covers B. Thus, {n,: p E B) c 10, max(nP,: 1 < i < k)] 
which, of course, is finite. The max(n,: p E B) will be denoted by NB below. 
Since y belongs to D(M)\ G, y E D(x) for some x in M, and thus, there are 
nets (xi) in G and (m,) in Z+ such that (x,mj> is in X\G, xi +x, mi -+ +m, and 
ximi +y. Let Ni = max{n > 0: n <m,, ximi E ??}. Some subnet (x,,N,,> of (XiNi) 
converges to a point z in the compact set G. Then, (x,$N,, + 1)) is a net in Gl \ G 
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converging to ~1. Whenever %:,(M, G) contains a compact neighborhood H of zl, 
the net (xn,(N,, + 1)) is ultimately in B = H n (Gl\G), and x,m, = (x,$N,~ + 
l))(m,! - Nn, - 1) E B[O, N,]. This means C(y) enters the set G[O,1T contrary to 
the choice of G. Therefore, z belongs to the boundary of the open set %?r:,(M, G) 
and, either C(z) cX\G or else C(z) CC but C(z) c i3G. In the following 
paragraph we show that the second of these conditions for z is impossible. 
Suppose that C(z) c G but C(z) c aG. If z is a fixed point, then C_rn,(Nn, + 1)) 
is in X\ ?? and xn,(Nn, + 1) + zl = z, and hence, z E aG which means that the 
second condition fails. For z not fixed select both an n < - 1 with zn zz and a 
compact neighborhood F of zn containing no complete orbit such that z and M 
are in X\F. This is possible because X\S is open. The set G, = G \F is an open 
neighborhood of M with compact closure and K(y) cX\G,[o,11. Note that if, as 
- 
we defined above for G, we define N, = max{n > 0: n < mi, ximi E G,}, then some 
- 
subnet (xn,Nnl) of (xiNil converges to a point z, in G, as it did in c. Just as we 
observed above for G, we have nP = min{n E Z+: pn E a < +m and NB = 
max{n,: p EB} < +a where B is any compact subset of ‘$Y’,(M, G,) n (G,1\G,). 
We can again select a set B = H, n (G,1\G,) where H, is a compact neighbor- 
hood of z,l in ‘$?,(M, G,). Then, as previously, x, m, = (xn,(Nn, + l>>(m,L -N,, - 
1) E B[O, Nsl leads to the contradiction K(y) n G,[0,11# (b. Consequently, C(z) 
cX\G completing the proof. 0 
The next theorem notes that each nonempty compact invariant subset of a 
pointwise almost periodic discrete flow is not isolated from compact minimal sets. 
Theorem 3. A nonempty compact invariant subset of a pointwise almost periodic 
discrete flow is approximated by neighborhoods containing a complete orbit, and 
hence, a compact minimal set. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1, we need only consider a nonempty compact invariant 
saddle set M. Let G be an open neighborhood of M with G compact such that 
??\M contains no complete orbit. Let (xi> be a net in G \M such that xi +x for 
some x EM. For each i choose n, E Z+ such that xi[ -ni, nil C G but xi[ -ni + 
1, ni - 11 c G. The net (xi> can be chosen with either (x,ni> or else (xi( -n,)) in 
X\G. Assume (xini) is in X\G. Containment of the net (x,(nj - 1)) in the 
compact set k? allows selection of (xi) such that (x,ni) converges to a point y of 
X\G. Now, if (n,) is bounded by some NE Z+, then (x,nj) converges in x[O, N] 
implying that y = xn for some n E [O, Nl. But this is impossible considering that 
C(x) CM. Hence, (n,) is not bounded. Let n < - 1 and select a subnet (n,,) of (n,) 
such that -n <nil for each j. Then, (xi,ni,)n E (xi,)[l - 2n,,, -11 =xi [l - nij, 
n,, - 11 c G for each j, and consequently, C-(y) c G. The set M contains every 
compact invariant subset of G including L-(y). Because K(y) is compact minimal 
(see [4, 4.07, 4.091), y E K(y) = L -( y) c M which is absurd. Similarly, whenever 
the net (xi( -n,)) is in X\G, we obtain y E M and the theorem follows. •I 
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The following theorem characterizes the pointwise almost periodic discrete 
flows with bilaterally stable nonempty compact invariant sets in terms of character- 
istic 0 (see [1,5]), almost stable, and almost invariant or bilaterally stable neighbor- 
hood approximations. 
Theorem 4. The following are pairwise equivalent for a pointwise almost periodic 
discrete flow (X, ~1. 
(1) Each nonempty compact invariant set is bilaterally stable. 
(2) (X, ~1 is of characteristic 0. 
(31 Each nonempty compact invariant set is almost stable. 
(4) Each nonempty compact invariant set is approximated by compact neighbor- 
hoods G all satisfying one of the following equivalent conditions: 
(a) G is almost invariant or 
(b) G is bilaterally stable. 
Proof. The pairwise equivalence of (11, (2), and (3) will follow if we show (2) 
implies (1) and (3) implies (2) because (1) evidently implies (3). Let (2) hold and let 
A4 be a nonempty compact invariant set. Then, D(M) = U@(x): x EM} = 
U{K(x): x E M} which is contained in M since M is compact invariant. Hence, A4 
is bilaterally stable by Theorem 0 of Section 1 and (1) follows. Next, assuming (3) 
and, since KcD, letting y belong to D(x)\K(x) for some x in X we can choose 
a compact neighborhood H of K(x) such that K(y) cX\H. Select a compact 
almost invariant neighborhood G of K(x) in H and choose an N > 0 such that 
C(G) = G[O, N]. Then, C(G) is a compact neighborhood of K(x) by the continuity 
of rr and D(x) c GZ= G[O,= G[O, Nl = C(G). Consequently, K(y) c C(G). 
But this is not consistent with C(y) cX\ G which means C(y) n C(G) = fl. 
Therefore, D = K establishing (2). 
Finally, (1) and (4)(b) are trivially equivalent, and (4)(a) evidently follows from 
(1) since any neighborhood H of a nonempty compact invariant set M contains an 
invariant neighborhood G with compact invariant, and hence, almost invariant, 
closure in H. We observe that (4)(a) implies (1) by supposing the contrary. From 
Theorem 0 we have D(M) # A4 for some nonempty compact invariant set M, and 
consequently, there is a point x of X\M in D(M). Select a compact neighbor- 
hood H of A4 containing no point of K(x). There is a compact almost invariant 
neighborhood G of M contained in H. Moreover, since C(G) c G[O, n] for some 
n E Z+, the set C(G) is compact with D(M) c C(G) and G[O, n] nK(x) = fl 
contradicting x in D(M). Therefore, M is bilaterally stable completing the proof 
of the theorem. q 
3. Classification theorems 
The theorems of this section classify arbitrary discrete flows on locally compact 
Hausdorff spaces in terms of compact invariant subsets and the almost periodic 
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points. The concluding theorem of the paper is a generalization of the author’s 
Cycle Stability Theorem 7 of [6] to an almost periodic orbit closure classification 
theorem. In order to prove that theorem we establish first a general classification 
theorem for compact invariants sets in any discrete flow using the results of [6,71. 
Theorem 5. Let M be a nonempty compact invariant subset of a discrete flow (X, rr). 
One of the following statements holds. 
(1) M is asymptotically stable. 
(2) M is negatively asymptotically stable. 
(3) M is not isolated from compact minimal orbit closures. 
(4) M is a saddle set. 
(5) M has a neighborhood G such that # #J+(x) c M or # # J-(x) c M for each 
point x E G/M. Moreover, there are points y, z E G\M and p, q EM such that 
J+((Y, PI> CM and J-Uz, 41) CM. 
Proof. Suppose statements (l)-(4) do not hold for some compact invariant set M. 
By the failure of (3) we can choose a compact neighborhood G so that L+(x) c G 
implies L+(x) n M f @, and L-(x) c G implies L-(x) n M Z fl for each x in G. 
By the failure of (4) we have C’(x) cG or C-(x) CG for every x in each 
neighborhood H of M with H c G. Thus, either L+(x) n M f fl or else L-(x) n 
M # fl for every x in H. Consequently, H CA;(M) UA;(M). Also, since (1) and 
(2) do not hold, there are points y, z E H\M and p, q EM such that J+(y) b: M 
or J+(p) c M, and J-(z) KM or J-(q) c M in view of Theorem 0 of Section 1 
and the unilateral versions of Corollary 2.3.4 and Theorem 3.1 of [7l, i.e., 
A,(M) = (x: @ #J(x) CM) and M is stable if and only if A,(M) = M. 
If we can demonstrate that [AZ(M) UA;(M)]\M = [A:(M) UA;(M)I\M, 
the unilateral versions of Theorem 2.3 of [7], i.e., A:(M) c (x: fl Z- J+(x) CM) 
and A;(M) c (x: fl #J-(s) c M), will yield (5). Since A: CA,’ and A; CA;, 
we need only show the first set is contained in the second set in order to establish 
equality of the sets. Let G and H be selected the way they were chosen in the 
paragraph above and let x belong to A,f (MI but not to M. Select a compact 
neighborhood F of M in H with x @ F. The continuity of rr insures the existence 
of a neighborhood F, of x in X\F and an n, > 0 such that Fxn, c F. Moreover, 
in view of the failure of statement (41, F can be selected so that no orbit entering 
F from X\F can exit F in the future, and hence, C’(F,n,) c F. Consequently, 
XEA:(M). Similarly, any element x of A;(M) not in M is in A;(M). The 
desired set inclusion follows completing the proof. q 
Our generalization of the Cycle Stability Theorem of [6] to an orbit closure 
stability theorem in terms of the almost periodic points P is now given. 
Theorem 6. The following hold for a discrete flow (X, -rr) with S compact (discrete 
flow cx*, r*> with S noncompact). 
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(1) Each orbit in P” (in [P *I”) is either a 
(a) saddle set with saddle orbit closure, 
(b) saddle set with bilaterally stable orbit closure, or 
(c) bilaterally stabie closed orbit. 
(2) Each component of P” n S (of [P * I” n S *) is either a 
(a) saddle set or 
(b) bilaterally stable set. 
(3) Each component M of 8P relative to the subspace X/P0 (of aP* relative to 
the subspace of X * \ [ P * I”) satisfies one of the following. 
(a) M is a positively or negatively asymptotically stable set isolated from 
compact minimal sets; 
(b) M is a positively or negatively stable component not isolated from compact 
minimal sets; 
(c) M is not isolated from compact minimal sets and there are points x and y 
inX\Msuch thatJ+(x)nM## andJI-(y)nM##; 
(d) M is a saddle set; or 
(e) M is isolated from compact minimal sets, unilaterally unstable, and there is 
aneighborhood GofMsuch that ##J+(y)cMor @#J-(y)cMfor 
each point y in G \M. 
Proof. Statements (1) and (2) are a consequence of Theorem 1 and the definitions, 
and statement (3) follows from Theorem 5. In particular, Theorem 5(l) and (2), (3) 
(4), and (5) imply, respectively, (3)(a), (3)(b) (stable case) or (3)(c) (unstable case), 
(3)(d), and (3)(e) completing the proof. 0 
Examples of discrete flows satisfying the conditions of Theorem 6 are relatively 
easy to find among iterates of homeomorphisms on subspaces of R and R2 and 
their quotient spaces. We conclude this paper by providing examples satisfying 
each part of Theorem 6. Of course, these examples provide flows or subflows 
satisfying the conditions of each theorem contained herein as well. These simple 
examples verify that the classification and characterization schemes of this paper 
not only are effective for the most abstruse flows but also for the simplest of flows. 
For examples satisfying part (1) of Theorem 6, let the points of the unit disk D 
in R* have the unique natural quotient topology complex number representation 
z = r exp i0 where r E [0, l] and f3 E [0,27r). Then, the homeomorphism f: D + D 
defined by f(z) = z exp( 1 z 1 rri) rotates concentric circles in the disk D centered 
at z = 0 at varying rates. The orbits C(z) with 1 z 1 nonzero rational are periodic 
and satisfy condition (l)(a), the orbits C(z) with ( z 1 irrational satisfy (l)(b), and 
the fixed point z = 0 satisfies (l)(c). Extend f to r E [0, 21. Then, the boundary 
circle consists of saddle fixed points and 0 is a bilaterally stable fixed point, and 
hence, both parts of (2) are satisfied. 
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The flow on R defined by the homeomorphism 
i 
2x-3, XE(~,=J), 
f(x) = -x, XE [-lJ1, 
ix- ;, XE(--, -1) 
has P = [ - 1, l] consisting of periodic points and one fixed point 0. Part (3)(a) is 
satisfied and the extended flow on R" satisfies (3)(d). 
In the flow on [O,l] defined by the increasing homeomorphism 
,,X)E[exp(-~)sin(~)+~, xE(O,ll, 
0, x=0 
the fixed point 0 satisfies (3)(b). Also in the flow on ([O, 11 X (0)) U ((0) x [ - 1, 11) 
defined by the homeomorphism 
I 
(f(x), O), XE LO, 11, 
g(x, Y) = (0, fi)? YE 10, 11, 
(0, Y”), YE [-1301 
the fixed point (0, 0) satisfies (3)(c). 
In the flow defined on R (mod 1) by the homeomorphism f(x) =x2 the fixed 
point 0 satisfies (3)(e). 
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